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We extend results of R. Schrader and M. Taylor on the semi-classical asymptotics 
of eigenfunctions of a quantum Hamiitonian for a particle in a gauge field. Our 
method is based on the Guillemin-Sternberg-Uribe theory of “fuzzy ladders” and 
reductions of Hamiltonian systems with symmetry. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper, R. Schrader and M. Taylor present some results on the 
semi-classical asymptotics of eigenfunctions of a quantum Hamiltonian for 
a particle in a gauge held [S-T]. In particular, they generalize to the gauge 
field setting a previously known result on the semi-classical asymptotics of 
eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on a riemannian manifold whose geodesic 
flow is ergodic [Sn, Zl, CdV]. This says that the eigenfunctions pn reflect 
the behaviour of typical geodesics by becoming uniformly distributed as 
A+ cc on the unit tangent bundle (in a suitable microlocal sense: see 
Section 1C). An A + 0 analogue of this holds as well [H-M-R]. The 
Schrader-Taylor generalization is also of the form: an ergodicity 
hypothesis on the classical flow implies that certain sequences of eigen- 
functions become microlocally uniformly distributed in a certain region of 
the phase space [S-T, Theorem 9.11. However, the precise statement of 
their theorem is quite complicated. Our purpose in this paper is to present 
a much simpler and sharper version of their result, based on the 
Guillemin-Stemberg-Uribe theory of “fuzzy ladders” and reductions of 
Hamiltonian systems with symmetry. We will also rely heavily on the 
further technical developments of this theory in Taylor and Uribe [T-U] 
and Brummelhuis and Uribe [B-U]. 
The gist of our version may be described as follows. We consider a 
G-invariant metric g, (a K a uza-Klein 1 metric) on a compact, principal 
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G-bundle n: P 4 M. We further fix an irreducible representation (7ci, Vn) 
of G, identified henceforth with its highest weight 1 in a positive Weyl 
chamber t*+ of a dual Cartan subalgebra. Associated to 1 is the ray of 
representations L = {ml: m E IN} and the ladder subspace bL c L’(P) : 
EiL= @,“=I Sjml, where !&,A is the isotypic subspace of type mA. The 
Laplacian A of g,, is G-invariant, and so naturally restricts to sj,. 5L there- 
fore has an orthogonal decomposition, GfjL = @ ,“=, 0; i E(ml, pj(ml)), 
into eigens 
which P 
aces of A: here E(m,l, ,uj(ml)) is the eigenspace in sjml on 
A has the eigenvalue pj(mn). $jL is the Hilbert space for a 
quantum particle in the gauge field (i.e., connection) on P determined by 
g, and with charge 1 (or mn). We now fix positive constants (E, c) and 
consider what Guillemin and Uribe call a “fuzzy ladder” : 
!ijL(E, c) ‘% g EW, Pj(ml)). 
m,j= I 
Ip,(ml)-mq cc 
In other words, eL(E, c) is the subspace of aL corresponding to the 
strip J,(E, c) = { (,uj(mn), m) E R+ x R+ : 1 pj(ml) - mE[ < c} in the joint 
spectrum of the commuting pair of operators (&, A) on L (where A, 
is the vertical Laplacian of g,,). 
eL(E, c) will be the basic Hilbert space of this paper. It will play the role 
of L’(N) in the prior ergodicity theorem alluded to above, N being the 
riemannian manifold with ergodic geodesic flow. It will also replace the 
analogous spaces 
HL(E,c)= z E(mA /+(mn)) 
j,m=l 
I(~/~)Pji(m~)b~l~C 
considered in Schrader and Taylor’s paper. Note that fi,(E, c) is a very 
thin (indeed, density zero) refinement of H,(E, c). This will account for our 
sharpening of the result of [S-T]. In some sense, BL(E, c) is the thinnest 
subspace of 9, with a good symplectic interpretation. 
This symplectic interpretation involves the notion of reduction of 
Hamiltonian systems with symmetry [G-Sl, G-S2, G-U2; G-U3]. To begin 
with, the symplectic analogue of the isotypic subspace 5jn is the reduction 
(T*P)oi with respect to the co-adjoint orbit OA of 1. The analogue of the 
ladder G1. is then the reduction (T*P)cto,j with respect to the cone thru 
O1. The fuzzy ladder $jj,(E, c) itself has no exact symplectic analogue 
(which is partly why it is fuzzy). In principle, the analogue would be the 
space of geodesics for the reduction G;, of the geodesic flow G’ of g, to 
a certain co-isotropic cone Zn,E c ( T*P)ccolj (see Section 2). However, the 
geodesic lines define a non-librating foliation in general, so that no good 
leaf space as such exists. 
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What these analogies mean in concrete terms is that the orthogonal 
projection nL onto bL is an FIO (Fourier Integral operator) belonging 
to a *-algebra 9A determined by (T*P) ,-(0n) (perhaps “reduction algebra” 
would be a nice term for gA). On the other hand, the projections Z7,,, 
onto sL(E, c) are not themselves FIOs: they must be approximated by 
operators Z7,, E,p in a somewhat unwieldy reduction algebra %j.. E (see 
Section 2; [T-U, B-U]). 
Ignoring this technical complication for the moment, let us describe our 
version of the Shrader-Taylor “quantum chaos” result. 
First, the Kaluza-Klein length function 1.1 KK descends to a function on 
the reduced space ( T*P)Oj,: let Sj.,. denote the level surface of a level E 
there. Then 1.1 KK generates a Hamiltonian flow G: E on SA,., which 
(essentially) coincides with ei,, above. The ergodicity’hypothesis we will 
make on the classical flow is 
(0.1) (CE,,.) : the flow G;.,E on S1,. is ergodic. 
The conclusion of our version will be that the Laplacian d, restricted 
to any fuzzy ladder b,(E, c), is “quantum ergodic.” To define this 
quantum ergodicity, we let { $‘:;I> denote a fixed orthonormal basis for 
E(ml, pLi(mA)). Roughly speaking, quantum ergodicity of d 1 5r(E, c) means 
that, for any 0th order $00 A on L*(P), 
(0.2) 
where ~j,,E is Liouville measure on Sj.+ where cr”, is the push-forward of 
ga to SA,. (see Section l), and where the matrix coefficients in (0.2) are all 
taken from the fuzzy ladder $,(E, c) (j+ 00 as m + co). 
A more accurate version of (0.2) is that the limit formula holds for 
almost all the terms in the sequence (up to a subsequence of spectral 
density zero). Precisely, we will prove (Theorem 3.13) 
where N,,(m) = # {j: Ipj(m)-mEI 6 c} (counted with multiplicity), and 
where of course we assume (0.1). 
Reasons for viewing (0.2)--(0.3) as a criterion for quantum ergodicity are 
discussed at length in [Zl-Z3, CdV, S-T]. 
By comparison, Schrader and Taylor assume (essentially) that G;E is 
ergodic for a whole interval of energies E. They then conclude that 
Al IIL(E,c) is quantum ergodic. 
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A few words on our proof of (0.3). It consists of a combination of techni- 
ques already well-developed in [G-U3, T-U, B-U, Zl 1. First, we will need 
to develop the essentials of fuzzy ladder theory and of the approximate 
projections 171,E,P in the fuzzy reduction algebra Se,,. (Section 1; [G-U3, 
T-U]). This leads to an asymptotic formula for the sum functions, 
where p E CF. Namely (with d= (l/2) (dim g,,-- 1)) 
if the closed geodesics for Gi,E have measure zero. This is a very simple 
generalization of [G-U3, Theorem 1.23. 
Next, we invoke the analysis of [B-U, Sect. 2.21 to sharpen (0.5) to the 
sum functions: 
(0.6) NA,.,(my 4 Ef c (A$ I v;y). 
I/+(h)-EmI<c 
Analogously to [B-U, Theorem 2.41, we will see that 
(O-7) 
md N~,,,hA)= (2~) g ( )J c”, dl(A,E + 4md) s;.. 6
(as long as the set of closed geodesics for G;E on SA,, has measure zero). 
We then employ the argument of [Zl, Sect. 21 to improve (0.7) to a 
statement on the absolute sum, 
(0.8) I NI.J,~ I (m, A’) ‘2’ 1 I(Av~‘Ylv$‘)-U~, EM, 
IP,/(lm)-Eml<c 
where 
(0.9) 8, (A w = J +h.,~. si, E
In fact, our main result is 
(0.10) Theorem (3.13): if (CE,,) holds, then 1 N;.,,, 1 (m, A’) = o(md) 
as d+co. 
Equivalently, in view of (0.7) for A = Z, (CE,.) implies (0.3). 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Our main Theorem (3.13) will require a substantial amount of back- 
ground material in the areas of: (a) a particle in a gauge field (classical and 
quantum); (b) moments, reductions, and ladders, (c) quantum ergodicity. 
This section is to provide a guide to the relevant literature on these topics. 
Hopefully, it is detailed enough to facilitate comparions between this paper 
and our main references : [S-T, G-Ul-G-U3, T-U, B-U, Zl 1. 
To begin with, the G-invariant metric g,, on P (Section 0) determines a
connection 8 for rc : P --t M and a metric ds2 on the base manifold M. Let 
H denote the norm (= length function) of ds* on T *hf. 
From 0, we get a splitting TP = Hor @ Ver of TP into horizontal and 
vertical sub-bundles. By differentiating the G-action we get isomorphisms 
(1.1) g z Ver, P, x-+ XT (VP). 
Via rc, we also have the isomorphisms 
(1.2) rc*: Hor,P- T,M (x = X(P)). 
The action of G on P lifts to a Hamiltonian action of G on T*P. Its 
moment map is 
(1.3) @: T*P-+g*, (@t~dhX)=W,*) (XE g, (P, i) E T*P). 
In terms of the isomorphism (dual to (1.1 )-( 1.2)) 
(1.4) T,*P= T,*MQg*, 
we have 
(1.5) @(A l+PL)=P. 
Now fix il E t*+ (Section 0), and let On be its (co-adjoint) orbit. The 
action of G on On is Hamiltonian, with the moment map equal to the 
inclusion i,: On + g*. To define the reduction (T*P)oi of T*P with respect 
to On, one considers the “difference action” of G on T *P x 0; (X- is X 
with the opposite symplectic form): this is the action with moment map 
(1.6) @ T.PxOy=@-il: T*PxO; +g*, 
The inverse image (a-- iJ’ (0) is then a (non-conic, i.e., non- 
homogeneous) co-isotropic submanifold of T*P. Via (1.5) it is 
(1.7) (@--iA)-’ {O}={(~,~+~,I):IEO~,~ET,*M}. 
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This co-isotropic manifold is visibly an 0, bundle over Hor*P 
( = def annihilator of Ver P), which in turn is a principal G-bundle over T*M 
[S-T, Sect. 5 J. The null-foliation of (1.7) is given by G-orbits [G-Sl]. The 
G-action may be written via (1.4) as [S-T, 5.61 
(1.8) (P,5+I,,).g=(pg,5+Ad*(g)-‘I,Ad*(g)~’1). 
The leaf space (T*P),, thus equals the quotient of (1.7) by the action in 
(1.8): and hence is an On-bundle over T*M associated to the G-bundle 
Hor*P+ T*M by Ad*: 
(1.9) (T*P)oi N Hor*P xCAd.) 0,. 
(T*P)a is a symplectic manifold, called the (Marsden-Weinstein) 
reduction of T*P with respect to OL [G-Sl]. It is a symplectic leaf of the 
Poisson manifold 
(1.10) 9 # zf Hor*P XcAd’) g*, ad 
called the Wong bundle in [T-U] (it is denoted W there) or WGS bundle 
(in [S-T]). 
One can show that the following are diffeomorphic: 
(1.11) (T*P),, N @+(OJG 2: T*P/G. 
( T*P)oi is the phase space for a particle in a gauge field [G-S1 1. Under 
the projection 
(1.12) ji: (T*P),, + T*A4, 
one can pull back H to get a “kinetic energy” function HA on (T*P),,. The 
Hamiltonian flow of H, defines the motion of a classical particle of charge 
I in the gauge field 8 ([G-Sl]). 
Another description of this flow is that it is the reduction G: of the 
geodesic flow G’ of g, to (T*P),,. By definition, this is the Hamiltonian 
flow generated by the length (or, norm) function 1. lKK on (T*P),,: it 
descends there because it is G-invariant (see ( 1.11)). Since I x 1 KK = 
(H:(x)+ (Al*)“* on (T*P)oi,, it is evident that GJ is essentially the flow 
generated by Hi.. 
A closely related reduction of T*P is the KKS (Kazhdan-Kostant- 
Sternberg) reduction of T*P with respect to 0,. This is the quotient Zol 
of @-‘(0,) by its null-foliation [G-Sl, Sect. 261. The null-foliation 
through rnE @-‘(0,) is now its orbit under GO,,,,, the connected 
component of the isotropy group of a(m). The relation between (T*P)oi 
and Z,, is 
(1.13) ZO;. = ( T*P)oi. X 01 [G-Sl, p. 1931. 
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We will continue to denote by Gi the reduction of G’ to .Zoi. since the 
reductions are so similar. 
To prepare for the quantum and semi-classical theories, we now consider 
the homogeneous version of the above: i.e., we replace the charge A by the 
ray of representations L =def IN 0 A. = { m;l. :m E IN). Equivalently, we 
replace the space V, by V, =def @ ,“= 1 V,j, ( V,; =def VFm). 
The first step is to replace the orbit 0, by its homogeneous analogue 
W,, (in the notation of [G-U3]). To define Woi, we recall that 0;. has a 
prequantization circle bundle pn : Q, + 0 j.. This bundle comes equipped 
with a connection l-form cl’ such that &“=p:(o,), o, being the 
symplectic form on 0 Jo. We define 
(1.14) W,;={(q,ra3):r~[W+,q~Qj,}, 
a symplectic cone in T*Q j.. 
The Hamiltonian action of G on 0, lifts to one on Woi: its moment map 
is 
(1.15) ICI>.: wO,. + Cl*, (4, ~a:) -+ v,(q). 
The image of W,, is thus the cone thru Oj.: 
(1.16) C(O,)= {rf: YE [W+,f~Oj,}. 
The homogeneous analogue of (T*P),;. is then 
(1.17) 
where L, is the co-isotropic cone 
(1.18) Lj,= (aj- Yj,)-‘/O) [G-U3, (3.9)]. 
(T*P), is a W,,-bundle over T*M. Everything done above for Oj. 
generalizes in a straightforward way to Woj: we will continue to write G;, 
for the reduction of G’ to ( T*P),i. 
The (KKS)-version of this reduction is the homogeneous symplectic 
manifold 
(1.19) 
where 
(1.20) z, = W1(C(Oj,)) [G-S2]. 
The leaf of the null-foliation thru x E Zj. is its orbit under HO,,,,, where H; 
is the identity component of the kernel of the global character X;: G, + S’ 
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determined by Iz [G-S2, (2.11)], and H”/ is the obvious conjugate of Hi. 
We continue to let Gf, denote the reduction of G’ to (T*P&). 
Furthermore, as in (1.14), one has 
(1.21) (T*P) c(oi) = (T * P)wor x WOA. 
We now come to a key construction that unifies the classical and 
quantum theories. This is the embedded, Lagrangean submanifold 
r, c ( T*P) - x ( T*P), defined as the equivalence relation in Z, x Z, of 
belonging to the same leaf of the null-foliation. If we denote by rl the 
natural projection 
(1.22) 
then 
(1.23) rrl=zlx,izl (fiber product). 
r, is an indempotent canonical relation: ri = r,, r,or, = r, [G-S2, 
G-Ul]. It is the canonical relation underlying the *-algebra 
(1.24) R,=z*(PxP,r,) 
of FIOs on L'(P) associated to r, [G-S5 Sect. 43. 
The quantum theory of a particle of charge 1 in a gauge field is 
concerned with the spectral theory of the gKKLaplacian A on sj, (see 
Section 0). More generally, the semi-classical theory is concerned with A on 
the ladder BL (Section 0). The key fact uniting the classical and quantum 
theories is the following theorem of Guillemin and Sternberg: 
(1.25) The projection 17,: L'(P) + J3L is in gA [G-S23. 
It follows that, for any Ii/DO A on L2(P), 
(1.26) ll,A17,~9;.. 
Guillemin and Sternberg go on to describe a symbolic ,calculus for 9!JA. 
In particular, the symbol cA of Z7L is a certain idempotent l/2-density on 
r, (0; = 0,; Oj.o 0;. = ai). To describe it, we let F, denote the fiber over 
x E ( T*P)ctoj,J in (1.22), and let L'(F,) denote the space of l/Zdensities on 
F,. Then bj. is the function on (T*P)ccoj.j whose value al(x) at x is the 
rank-one projection from L2(Fx) to the invariant l/Zdensities on F,. In a 
similar way, the symbol of ZZL A Z7, is the multiple 0: . ci., where c”, is the 
function on ( T*P)cco,j, obtained by integration of c,, , =;, over the fibers. 
Finally, we describe one fairly esoteric ingredient of the quantum 
ergodicity theorem in [Sn, Zl, CdV] : the notion of Friedrichs quantiza- 
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tion (or symmetrization). This is a certain assignment a- Of(a) of 
operators to symbols, with the property that of(a) is a positive operator 
if a > 0. Henceforth, we only consider symbols of order 0, and identify them 
with their restrictions to the unit (co-) tangent bundle S*P. Thus, we can 
view 
(1.27) 
as a positive linear functional, hence a positive measure, on C(S*P). We 
will write 
(1.28) (a, dVi,) = V”;,(a) 
for the value of Vi”:, on a in (1.27). 
In this paper, we will always be confining our attention to ladders. Thus 
we will only be concerned with the linear functionals V$ coming from 
eigenfunctions of a fixed ladder bL. Obviously, they may be viewed as 
functionals on the space of symbols of the operators ZZ, A 17, in gA. As 
noted above, these symbols live on ( T*P)cco,J. Since we only consider 0th 
order operators, the ^1Ti”;;” can finally be viewed as linear functionals on 
v*p)c(o,)I~ +. 
2. FUZZY LADDERS AND ASYMPTOTKS 
The ladder theory reviewed in Section 1 gives a microlocal description of 
ladder projections for Fourier integral representations of a compact 
group G. However, we are really more concerned here with a representa- 
tion of G x R on L2(P), where 64 acts via the wave group I’(t) = exp it&. 
The ladder theory breaks down somewhat, and must be replaced by “fuzzy 
ladder” theory. 
The problem is that, in general, no actual ladders occur in the spectrum 
C (G x R, P) of this representation (i.e., the irreducibles of G x Iw which 
occur in L2(P)). Indeed, we may parametrize C (G x R, P) by the pairs 
wdjw~f: x Ff + : Iz E 6, ~~(1) ESpec(fil,)} (G = unitary dual). A 
ladder is then a ray L,,,= {(ml, mE): rnE KV} in C (G x R, P). But no 
such ray will occur unless the reduced flow G: is periodic on the “energy 
surface” SI,E (see below; [G-U3, Sect. 3b]). 
The desire persists to find the thinnest subspectra of C (G x R, P) with 
good microlocal properties. In Schrader and Taylor’s paper [S-T 
subspectra are open cones in the spectrum Spec (fi 1 !?JJ of 2 
, these 
A on the 
ladder sj,. In the Guillemin and Uribe articles [G-Ul-G-U3], they are 
thinner, non-conic subsets consisting of spectral points in strips around 
rays in Spec(JdlB,). 
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More precisely, the work of Guillemin and Uribe, combined with that of 
Brummelhuis and Uribe [B-U], provides a microlocal analysis of the fuzzy 
ladder projections 
(2.1) 17A,E~c= 
m=l j=l 
onto bL(E, c). Here, 1 C-r,c, is the characteristic function; Pj”” is the 
orthogonal projection : L’(P) + E(ml, ,uJml)) (see Section 0). 
The projections ZZA,E,, are not themselves FIOs. However, if 1 c _ c,c, is 
replaced by a smooth p with b E C:, then the resulting operator n,,, is 
an FIO. The microlocal properties of n,,, are discussed in [G-U3, T-U]; 
the problem of approximating n,,, by n,,,‘s is discussed in [B-U]. We 
will need to review some of their analysis. 
The essential difference between the microlocal properties of the ladder 
projections 17, and those of the approximate fuzzy ladder projections 
17 l,E,P resides in the difference between the reductions of T*P with respect 
to orbits O1 for G (and their cones C(O,)), and those with respect o orbits 
OA x {E} for G x R (and their cones C( 0,) x {E} ). 
Indeed, the moment map Y for the G x R action is 
(2.2) Yy: T*P-+g*@R, !P = (@, I .I KK) (cf. Section 0). 
The co-isotropic cone 2, (1.20) therefore gets replaced by 
(2.3) zA,.= (wm.) x m 
The null-leaves of Z,,. are now given by the orbits of a non-compact 
group H:,,: more precisely, the leaf through ZEZ~.,~ is its orbit under 
Ho yl(z), where H’& is the kernel of the character Xj.,E = Xj. 0 e(2ni(E, . )) on 
G;, x R’ determined by (A, E) (cf. (1.20~(1.21)). But jY’& is non-compact in 
general, and its orbits give a non-tibrating foliation of Z,,. 
The picture becomes somewhat clearer if we reduce in stages. Thus, we 
first reduce T*P with respect o C(0,) as in (1.19k( 1.20). We then observe 
that (T*P)ccoij is a Hamiltonian S’ x R-space. Indeed, the norm I @I 
of @ (in g*) obviously descends to (T*P),-co,j and its Hamiltonian flow 
defines an S’-action (the level I @J I = 1 is the prequantization circle bundle 
over (T*P),,, and the flow of I @( on (I @I = 1) gives rotation in the 
fibers). The Kaluza-Klein norm function 1.1 KK also descends, and generates 
the reduced geodesic flow G:. Together, the pair Y,, = (I@ 1, I .I KK): 
( T*P)cco,J + IL!’ generates an S’ x R action. 
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Let us now consider the co-isotropic cone in ( T*P)cCoAj 
(2.4) zg,. 2 Y,‘{R+(n, E)c II%+ x rw+> 
where 
(2.5) 
1 1 
$A,,=,,, I@1 -E l.IKK. 
The null-foliation of Zg E is given by the orbits of the Hamiltonian flow 
c?;,~ of $n,E. We can de&be c:li,E in more familiar terms if we note that 
I @ I generates the reduction Vi of the vertical geodesic flow V’ on T*P 
(generated by the G-invariant fibre metric). Hence 
(2.6) 6; E= VUIAI .G-‘/E 2. A . 
Next, observe that Zt,, is an S’ x R+-bundle over the energy surface 
SA,.= {ye(T*P),,: lyl.,=E). Indeed (T*P)c~o,~ is an S’xR+-bundle 
over (T*P],, = { I@ I = 11 I}/S’. If we set I@J = ) 1 I in Z:, j, we evidently get 
the level SA,. = {xEZ,,: IxIKK=E}; and S1,E/S1=S1,E (all S-actions 
refer to the I/,-flow of I @ I). In sum, we have that 
(2.7) S~+S~E’SIE, 
and that the quotient of C?i E on 3, E is the flow G: E on S,., (cf. (0.1)). 
It follows that the null-foliation of Z” 
lines of Gi,, define a fibration of 3,. 
i.,E is fibrating if and only if the flow 
if and only if the flow lines of GI,,, 
define a libration of SI,E. (This happens very seldom (cf. [G-Sl, Sect. 27]).) 
For future reference, we also note that the ergodicity of G:,, on s,, is 
equivalent to the ergodicity of Gj E on Si,. (cf. (0.1)). Indeed, suppose 
f~ JC,*(S,~) is invariant. Expand f’into a fourier series for the S’-action: 
f N C f,. Since the S’-actions and Gi,, commute, each fn has to be 
invariant. But then I f,,l is invariant under both ci,, and S’; so it is a 
constant. Since S,, + S,,. is not a trivial bundle, it follows that f, = 0 for 
all n # 0. But then f = const. 
The fact that the null-foliation of Zy E is typically non-fibrating means 
that typically its leaf equivalence relation c,E (cf. (1.23)) is rarely an 
embedded Lagrangean submanifold of ( T*P)cco,J x ( T*P)c(~~,). Equiva- 
lently, the leaf equivalence relation r,,, of Z,,, is rarely embedded in 
T*P x (T*P)-. Indeed, non-trivial holonomy of the foliation will cause 
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. . self-intersections m r,,,. In that case, r,,. is at best the Lagrange immer- 
sion of the graph GA,E of the foliation [W]. More significantly non- 
compactness of the leaves means that the immersion of GA,, into T*Px 
(T*P)- will not be proper, and the image can fail to be closed. 
Despite these complications, one can readily define the analogue 9A E of 
the *-algebra 9A of (1.24). BA,, is roughly the *-algebra of FIOs on L”(P) 
associated to the Lagrange immersion of GA,. and with compactly 
supported (complete) symbols. More precisely, the (Schwartz) kernels of 
operators in 9& must be locally finite sums of Lagrangean distributions 
associated to embedded pieces of r,,,. Due to self-intersections of fA,E, the 
symbols of such operators must be viewed as l/Zdensities on GI,E 
(tensored with a suitable Maslov bundle over GA,.). A more complete 
discussion of such Lagrangean distributions associated to immersed 
Lagrangeans can be found in [T-U, 221. 
A basic “defect” of BA,E is that it contains, in general, no projection 
operators: the principal symbols of such would not be compactly supported 
on Q. Therefore, one must make do with approximate projections. A key 
fact is that the approximate projections 17i,E,P above belong to %‘l,E; this 
is essentially proved in [T-U]. It can be verified by writing 
(2.8) 
where 
(2.9) B,,.(t)=expit h&--f@) 
( 
(d, being the vertical Laplacian). 
One knows that B,,(t) is an FIO, associated to the graph bi-charac- 
teristic flow of * l,E (2.5 on its characteristic variety [T-U]. Hence 
p((l/lJl) Jd,-(l/E) 2 A) (=Jfi(t) B,.(t)&) is an FIO associated to 
the Lagrange immersion 
(2.10) E-J x wA,E= 0} + T*Px (T*P)-, 
(6 h 0) + ((P, 09 G,,(Pv i)) 
(the notation &, for the flow of $l,E is consistent with its prior use for 
the reduction of this flow to (T*P),-coj,j). 
The principal symbol B1,E,p of this operator is then given by the 
following l/2-density on W x { +i.,E = 0} : 
(2.11) 5’n.E.p = P(t) I dt I 1’2 63 I dp I “2, 
where dp is the Liouville density on { $I,E = 0). 
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17 ir,E,P itself is the compression of this operator to bL. As an FIO on $jjL, 
one could view its canonical relation as a Lagrangean submanifold of 
(T*P)c(ol) x (T*%(on). Following the above discussion, this Lagrangean 
is the image of the immersion 
(2.12) ~XZFi,. -+ (T*P)c(ol) x v*w,,,, 
defined precisely as in (2.10). 
This image is just the equivalence relation c,. of the null-foliation of 
Z:,, discussed above. Hence, we have a reduced version of the fact that 
zz l,E,P is associated to the equivalence relation rl,E for Z,,.: in other 
words, that 17,,g, E 9A,E. 
We may describe the symbol of nl,E,P in a way similar to the 
Guillemin-Sternberg description of symbols for compressed !PDO’s in WA 
(cf. (1.24)). Instead of viewing them as operator-valued functions on the 
reduced space ( T*P)c.ol), we will view them as operator valued objects on 
the canonical relation (2.12). Over this canonical relation lies the immersion 
(2.13) ~xz%,.+z%,Exz%,E~ 
defined in (2.10). Everything in (2.12) is just the quotient of the 
corresponding object in (2.13) by the group g. So we have the diagram 
(2.14) 
Let a:,. be the restriction to Zg,, of the idempotent symbol al on 
v*P)c(oi) discussed in Section 1 (after (1.26)): namely, the function on 
Zy,, whose value at x is the projection from L*(F,) to the #-invariant 
l/Zdensities on F, (i.e., a1(x) is the averaging operator along the fiber). 
Viewing the symbol al,E,p of 17,,E, as a lIZdensity on [w x Zy,., we have 
(2.15) a%,E,p=b(f) idt11’2@ai,E. 
Similarly, the symbol al,E,P (A) of a compressed YDO Il, E,p A II,,, 
may be viewed as an object of this kind. Indeed, it is just the multiple 
(2.16) 
of (2.15) by the average of aA over the fibers (as in Section 1). Here we also 
use the facts that, on the symbol level, A commutes with l7,,, and that 
W%,.,J2 = n,,,2. 
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3. QUANTUM ERGODICITY 
We now give the proof of the quantum ergodicity theorem (O.lO), along 
the lines sketched in Section 0. 
The first step is to prove the asymptotic formula (0.5) for the sum 
function N,,,, (m, A). 
(3.1) Proof of (0.5). The proof is analogous to that for A = Id in 
[G-U2, Sect. 7; G-U3, Theorem 1.21. For completeness, we will sketch the 
main points. 
Following [G-U2, (1.2); G-U3, (1.6)], we introduce the following 
distribution of S’ : 
(3.2) Y,,,(0; A) zf f f Tr(APj”) p&(lm) - mE) eime 
m=O j=O 
Under suitable clean intersection hypotheses (discussed in [G-U2-3]), 
YA,E is a Lagrangean distribution, whose wave front relation and symbol 
may be calculated by composing those for AI,E,p (Section 2) and for 
ZZ, exp itI& 17,. The canonical relation for ZZL exp itI& 17,, viewed 
as in (2.12) as a Lagrangean in the reduced space (T*P)ccolj x (T*P)c(o,,, 
is just the graph of rotation by angle 8 in the circles of the S’-bundles 
(T*p)c(ol) n { 101 = const.} over (T*P),, (cf. Section 2, (2.6)). The 
effect of composing Ai,E,p with ZZL exp it?,& ZZL is therefore to change the 
Lagrange immersion in (2.10) to 
(3.3) R x w&E= O}-q*P)x(T*P)- 
(6 (P, 0) + ((P, 09 Wfi,E(P9 0). 
Since the symbol of exp iOJdv is essentially the volume l/Zdensity along 
the graph of Ve (as in [D-G]), the symbol of the composite is given by the 
same formula as of a,,,,,(A) in (2.16), except that it is now identified with 
a symbol on the image of (3.3) rather than that of (2.16). 
By a familiar argument [D-G], the singularities of the trace Y1, E occur 
at values of 0 for which I@ 0 Gi,, has fixed points for some t E supp p. The 
degree of the singularity corresponds to the maximal dimension among the 
components of these fixed point manifolds. In particular, the singularity at 
8 = 0 is caused by the fixed points of G: E. As long as 0 E supp p, the degree 
of this singularity corresponds to the dimension of the fixed point set of 
C?i,, at t = 0, i.e., to all of s,.. Precisely, the degree is (l/2) (dim s,, - 1) 
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[D-G; G-U2, 7.21. Furthermore, the principal symbol of YA,. at 6 = 0 is 
calculated by integrating the scalar part of (2.16) over this fixed point 
manifold, relative to its natural symplectic volume density dpi,E: which 
coincides here with the Liouville density of s,,.. 
We conclude that 
(3.4) Y,, .(0, A) has a singularity of degree d = i(dim s,,, - 1) 
at 8 = 0, with principal symbol 
By another familiar argument [D-G; G-U2, 7.11, the singularity of Yj.,. 
at 8 = 0 determines the asymptotics of the dual spectral sum NI,E,p (m, A). 
Due to the face that Y*. is a Hardy distribution on S’, we do not even 
need to use a Tauberian theorem: it suffices just to compare Fourier series 
expansions. The result (as in [G-U, Section 71) is 
The next step is to show that (0.5~(3.1) remain true if p is replaced by 
a step function 1 CPc,rl. This requires an additional assumption: 
(3.6) Assume that the set of closed geodesics for ei,, of S,,. has 
measure 0. 
Then: 
(3.7) Proof of (0.7). The statement for A = Z is proved by Brummelhuis 
and Uribe in [B-U, 2.23. Their argument (based on [D-G, Lemma 3.33) 
is to smooth out l,_,,, by a suitable convolution, apply (OS)4 3.1) to the 
smoothed version, and verify that the smoothing error is of lower order 
than the asymptotic. 
We must take a little care in adapting their argument to the present 
situation since the terms Tr(AP,j”‘) in NL,.(m, A) are not necessarily 
positive. Hence their Lemma 2.6 doesn’t immediately apply. However, it is 
not hard to adjust things so that their proof does work. 
First, let II/ be a positive Schwartz function with $ E CT, t+?(O) = 1, and 
set 
(3.8) ljs(x)=6-‘l)(6-‘x) 
Ps = $6 * 1 [-C,C]’ 
5801109/l-2 
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Then 
(3.9) Nw,c(m? 4=NA,E,p,h ‘4+NA,.rJm, A), 
where T~,~= lt-,.,-pa. 
The first term gives the desired asymptote by (OS)-(3.1), 
(3.10) 
1 
lim mwdN1,,,,(m, A) =- 
m-m &)d s,, ‘“, dkE. s 
Since the left side of (3.9) is independent of 6, and A is bounded, it then 
suffices to show 
(3.11) lim m-dNL,E,lr,,81 (m7 0=0(l) as 6 -0. m-m 
Now fix E > 0, and write (with xi(m) = ,uj(Am) - Em) 
(3.12) NA,E,Irc.a, (m, 0 = C I 1 - Pa(Xj(m))l 
IX,(rn)l <c--E 
+ c lU,-Cd, - hMxj(m))l 
C-tZ<lXj(Wl)ldC+6 
+ c Ps(Xj(m)). 
Ix,(m)lPc+& 
Note that suplx14c-E I 1 - pa(x)1 < C(E/B)-~ (VN). So by Brummelhuis 
and Uribe, the first term is bounded by (@) Nrl,E,C--E(m, I) = O((@) .md). 
In the second, we bound 1 -pa by 2 (say). Then by [B-U], this term is 
O(&md). Finally, the third term is estimated in [B-U, Lemma 2.61: it turns 
out again to be O((B/s) m”) ( E is written y in [B-U]). We now let E = B’12, 
for example, to conclude the proof of (3.1 l), and hence of (0.7). m 
The proof of our main result now follows by combining (0.7~(3.7) with 
the argument in [Zl 1: 
(3.13) THEOREM. Suppose the reduced geodesic flow G;, on the reduced 
energy surface Sd,E is ergodic (see (0.1)). Then 
c I(Av$~v~/)-~~(A,E)I = o(m”) 
IPji(hLn)-mEl QC 
(compare (0.3), (0.8~(0.10)). 
ProoJ: Using Friedrichs quantization, we may re-write the sum in 
(3.13) as 
(3.14) c I [(a0 - 8, (A E)), dV;.fll , 
l~,(~Ln)-mEld= 
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where u” is the reduced symbol of a on (T*P)cCo,I (the measures Y all 
have mass 1). 
Now we observe that 
(3.15) I((a”dfi-uO),dVy!!)( =O,(m-1). 
This follows from Egorov’s theorem, just as in [Zl, Lemma A]. We sketch 
the simple argument. First, 
(3.16) (a’, dW”J’;) = (Of(u) v;yjv$‘)>, 
where a is the #-invariant symbol on S*P induced by a. The matrix 
element in (3.16) is unchanged if we conjugate OpF(a) by exp it&. By 
Egorov, this conjugate is OpF(u o G’) up to a ( - 1 )st-order error. The 
principal term yields (a0 0 G:, dV$ ), while the second is 0, (m - ‘). 
NOW we replace u” in (3.11) by its average up to time T over geodesics 
(cf. (0.8) for notation), 
(3.17) I NA,E,cIh A01 
= z;: - 8, (A, E), d-V;; 
ILI,(im)-melcc >I 
+ O&n-‘). 
The next step is to use the positivity of the dYs to put the absolute 
values under the integral signs: 
(3.18) I NI..E,cIh A’) 
< 
IPjUrn)-rnEICC 
+ O&?-l). 
We can now apply (0.7) and (3.7) to conclude 
By the ergodicity hypothesis, the integral on the right of (3.19) is less than 
any preassigned E if T is large enough. Since the left side is independent of 
T, this can only happen if the right side is zero. 1 
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(3.20) An Application 
Theorem (3.13) has many applications to ladders of automorphic forms 
on compact quotients T\G of real, semi-simple Lie groups G. To illustrate, 
we will consider the simplest case of PSL, (R). 
Let P = flPSL,(R) and M= T\W2, where Hz is (as usual) the 
hyperbolic plane. The the natural projection 7~: P + M determines a 
Kaluza-Klein metric on P induced from the hyperbolic metric on W2. This 
metric is of course not right invariant (as is the Cartan-Killing metric of 
signature ( +, +, - )). 
The Kaluza-Klein Laplacian dP of P is easily seen to be - (o + 2 W2) 
where o is the Casimir operator (the Cartan-Killing Laplacian) and where 
W generates the SO(2) action on P. See [L, p. 1951, for instance. Hence- 
forth, we will follow the notational conventions of [L]. 
It is clear the [dP, W] = 0 and that i may be assumed to be + 1. Hence, 
the joint spectrum I(&, pj((mn))} under consideration in this paper may 
be identified with the joint spectrum {(m, ~Jrn)): m G Z, Jo N } of (l/i) W 
and PP. 
To clarify further, we decompose L2(P) into irreducibles for PSL, (W). 
Recall that they come in the following series [L, p. 1231: 
(i) holomorphic (resp. anti-holomorphic) discrete series H(n - 1) 
(resp. H( - n + 1 )), where n E 22, n 2 2. 
(ii) the principal (resp. complementary) series H(s) with SE i[w (resp. 
sE(-1, 1)). 
We may ignore the complementary series when discussing asymptotics 
(it only contributes low eigenvalues). To understand the spectra one 
obtains from the discrete series subspace 
0 Nn-1)0H(-n+l), 
na2 
n E O(2) 
resp. the continuous series subspace ej H(s,), of L’(P), we must review 
the structure of the representations of PSL,(R) [L, p. 1193. 
In H(n - l), there is a unique (up to scalars) vector rp,, of lowest 
weight ((l/i) W- eigenvalue) n. It generates an orthonormal basis 
b . k E 2N } via the raising operator E+. Similarly, H( --n + 1) has a n,n+k* 
unique vector of highest weight, which generates a similar basis through 
the lowering operator E-. In either case (P”,“+k is the unique vector in this 
standard basis with weight n+m. 
In H(s), there is a unique (up to scalars) vector ‘ps,O of weight 0. Via 
both the raising and lowering operators E*, it generates an orthonormal 
basis {(Pi+ : m E 22). Again (Pi,,, is the unique vector in H(s) of weight m. 
Hence, the joint spectrum of ((l/i) W, ( - (o + 2 W’))“‘) breaks up into the 
subspectra: 
(3.22) (i) discrete series {(m, (n(, n-2)-2w1*)~‘~):nz,n=2,4,6 ,...; 
m - n = 2,4, 6, . . . } 
(ii) continuous series {(m, (1+ (sjI*+2m*)“2):mE22}. 
To analyze rays in these joint spectra microlocally, we consider the 
joint symbol (a, (2a*+ rc)‘/*) of ((l/i) W, [-(0+2w*)]~/*). Here, a, 
resp. K: T*(T\SL,(R)) + R is given by: (i) a(g, y)=y( W,), where 
YE T,*(f\PSL,(R)) and where Wg~ T,(T\PSL,(R)) is the tangent vector 
to the SO(2) action; (ii) Ic(g, y) = (y, y), where (, ) is the Cartan-Killing 
inner product. 
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Evidently, 
(3.21) ti) (w + zw2) %,n+k = n(n - 2) - 2 (n + k)*, and 
(ii) (0 + 2W2) (Ps,,m = -(l+ I.#+21712). 
As in [G-U, Sect. 61, there is a trichotomy among rays in the joint 
spectrum of ((l/i) W, A), accordingly as the slope E of the ray 
is < $, =$, or >,/5. To see why, we note that the inverse image 
of the ray of slope E under the joint symbol is the set N,= 
((g, y): (2 + ~/a)“* = E} c T*(r\PSL,(lR)). It is clear that N, is a cone 
bundle over T\PSL,(R), and that it is invariant under the SO(2) action. 
The trichotomy on E is equivalent to the trichotomy: K < 0, K = 0, K > 0. 
Hence it determines whether N, is a bundle of time-like, null, or space-like 
vectors. This trichotomy distinguishes the possible qualitative behaviors of 
the Hamilton flows of K on N,. Indeed, the flow generated by K is just the 
geodesic ilow of T\PSL2 (R) relative to the Cartan-Killing metric. The 
main point is that time-like, null, and space-like geodesics on r\PSL,(R) 
behave quite differently (cf. [G-U, Sect. 61); time-like geodesics are 
periodic, while space-like geodesics are uniformly dense. Hence, the 
restrictions of the geodesic flow to the N, will be periodic, resp. chaotic 
accordingly as E < fi or E > ,,h. 
To see this, we recall that Cartan-Killing geodesics on r\PSL,(lR) 
are given by orbits of one-parameter subgroups exp ty, y E sZ,( R). 
Write y=x,Hfx,V+x,W, where H=(h _y), V=(y A), W=(-y A) 
[L, p. 1141. Then (y, y) =x: + xz - x :. In particular, the orbits of exp 0 W 
are time-like geodesics, those of (A ;) = exp s( V+ W) are null, and those 
of (‘d 2,) = exp tH are space-like. It is not hard to show that these 
special cases are characteristic of the cases K < 0, K = 0, K > 0. 
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The same trichotomy descends to the reduced flows Gi on SE (we sup- 
press the notation 2). Indeed, the quotient of N, by the circular symmetry 
may be identified with f\PSL,( W) x R +. Hence, S, can be identified with 
I'jPSL, (R), and Gf, with a one-parameter subgroup exp 1~~ of PSL,(R), 
acting by right translation. Accordingly as the generator yE is time-like, 
null, or space-like, the flow Gi will be periodic. horocyclic, or Anosov. 
Let us say a ladder subspace (or, ray in the joint spectrum) is of elliptic 
(resp. parabolic, resp. hyperbolic) type if the corresponding reduced flow is 
periodic (resp. horocyclic, resp. Anosov). Our object is now to determine 
which types of ladders occur in the principal, resp. discrete, series 
subspectra (3.22). 
To do so, we observe that the ladder subspace corresponding to a ray of 
slope E is spanned by the vectors { (P~,~ + k}, resp. { ‘ps,, }, whose indices are 
subject to the conditions 
(3.23) (i) Discrete series: 1(2(n + k)2 - n(n - 2))‘12 - E(n + k)l i c 
(ii) Continuous series: I(1 + (~~(~+2rn~)'/~-EmI <c 
for some fixed c > 0. Equivalently, 
(3.24) (i) Discrete series: %=(2-E')++&) 
(ii) Continuous series: $=(E2-2)+0(i). 
Since the left sides in (3.24) are positive, we observe that only ladders 
with E < fi can occur in the discrete series and only ladders with E > > 
can occur in the continuous series. Not surprisingly, discrete series ladders 
are (with one exception) of elliptic type and continuous series ladders are 
of hyperbolic type. There remains the borderline case of parabolic type: 
such ladders correspond to what one might call horizontal rays in the joint 
spectrum (the representation stays relatively fixed as the weight tends to 
infinity). For the machinery of [G-U21 to work properly, the inverse 
image NE of the ray must be conic. Hence the ray must go through the 
origin. The only horizontal rays that satisfy this condition are ones where 
the Casimir eigenvalue is 0. Hence, the only parabolic ladders are the 
representations H( 1) and H( - 1). 
Theorem (3.13) applies to ladders of hyperbolic type. Hence, we obtain 
that the vectors { qpsj, mj} in a principal series ladder become uniformly dis- 
tributed relative to the Haar measure as j + co. The theorem also applies 
to ladders of parabolic type. Indeed, a stronger conclusion is possible for 
these, since the horocycle flow is uniquely ergodic: the Haar (i.e., Liouville) 
measure is the only invariant measure. By (3.15), any weak limit of the 
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sequence d^Y,$ must be invariant for G:,E on s~,~ and so we must have 
dVil;” -+ dpA,E (WI + co). For the record, we state this result in general: 
(3.25) ~OPOSI’TION. If G;,E is uniquely ergodic with respect to the 
symplectic volume measure dpZsE in S,,,, then dV,l;” + dpl,E as m -+ CO. 
It follows in particular that the vectors in H( - 1) and H( 1) tend in this 
sense to the Haar measure as the weight tends to 00. 
The theorem does not apply to ladders of elliptic type. No doubt there 
are analogues of it which do. 
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